Let Sd(a) denote the set of all integers which can be expressed in the form ^2 £,[a'], with «, e {0_, d -1} , where d > 2 is an integer and a > 1 is real, and let I¿ denote the set of a so that S ¿(a) = Z+ . We show that Id = [l,rd)l)(d}, where r2 = 131/4, r3 = 221/3 and r4 = (d2-d-2)1/2 for d > 4. If a £ Ij , we show that Td(a), the complement of Sd(a), is infinite, and discuss the density of Td(a) when a < d. For d > 4 and a particular quadratic irrational ß = ß(d) < d, we describe Td(ß) explicitly and show that \Td(ß) n [0, n]\ is of order neW , where e(d) < 1 .
Introduction
In the usual base ri digital representation, every nonnegative integer m is written (uniquely) [4] and [8] together contain sixty references.) In this paper, we replace ri' by [a1], where [x] denotes the greatest integer < x and a > 1 is a fixed real number, and allow the value of ri for the range of e to become a second parameter.
The fine behavior of the sequence [a1] has also attracted much interest, especially in the equivalent form {a1} = a' -[a1]. For example, Mahler has asked whether there exists X so that {A(3/2)"} is equidistributed on [0,1). The only nonintegral a's for which {a1} is well understood appear to be the PV numbers (algebraic integers whose conjugates lie in \z\ < 1 ). A representation m = 5Ze/[a'] can also be viewed as a partition of m into the set 
3) Id = {a:Sd(a) = Z+}. In this paper we compute Id and discuss the cardinality and density of Td(a) when a $ Id . We give an explicit description of Td(ß) for a family of pairs (ri, ß) in which ß = ß(d) is a certain PV number. If a > ri, then an easy counting argument (see §3) shows that Sd(a) has density 0, so a $ Id. If a < d is an integer, then the base a digital representations are included in (1.1), so a g Id. One might expect this argument to generalize to nonintegral a < ri by some version of the pigeonhole principle, so that our problem is trivial. This is not true. The description of I2 may be deduced from [7, Theorem 5] . Contrary to appearances, it is not true that m G Sd(a) implies m G Sd(y) for y G [1, a). We must prove Theorem A by an appeal to ten separate cases.
Theorem B. // a <£ Id, then \Td(a)\ = co .
When d = 2, this may be deduced from [7, Theorem 3] . Theorem B is proved by the inductive construction of an infinite sequence in Td(a). The construction follows [7] , where the idea is attributed to J. Folkman. Theorem E. Suppose d>4 and ß = ß(d) = \(d-l + (d2+ 2d -3)1/2). Then ß £ Id and Sd(ß) has density 1.
The proof of Theorem E hinges on the fact that ß is a PV number, and so the behavior of [/?'] is intimately related to the behavior of the sequence ßr + ßr, which satisfies a second-order linear recurrence by Newton's identity. We can describe the workings of the greedy representation for (d, ß) in exact detail and are able to give an explicit description of the set Td(ß). We show that Nr = )|{m G Td(ß): m < [ßr+X] -1} satisfies a fourth-order linear recurrence, and Nr « cdyr asymptotically, where y -y(d) < ß(d) is another quadratic irrational. Thus Sd(ß) has density 1.
Conjecture F. If a < d and a <£ Id, then Sd(a) has density 1.
It seems unlikely that these arguments of Theorem E can be generalized sufficiently to prove Conjecture F, especially for transcendental a. A counterintuitive bit of negative evidence is this: if ri > 2 and r > 2, then there exists an open interval Ir d c [1 ,d\\Id so that rir_ -rir_' integers < rir lie in Td(a) for a G Ir d . This result does not violate Conjecture F, since any fixed a G [1 , d] \Id only belongs to finitely many Ir d . Nevertheless, it seems unlikely that a uniformity argument can be used to prove the conjecture.
The paper is organized as follows. §2 presents the literature on a related question: complete and entirely complete sequences, and gives Brown's criterion, which is essential to the sequel. In §3- §6, we prove Theorems A through E, and in §7, we discuss Conjecture F and the related partition problems.
Most of the results of this paper were found while the author was a Visiting Associate at the California Institute of Technology in early 1985. The author thanks the Caltech faculty and staff for their hospitality during his visit.
Preliminaries
Let A = (a0,ax , ...) be a nondecreasing sequence of positive integers and, for d >2, define the sets Proof. The smallest integer in S2(A) is a0,so a0 = 1 is both necessary and sufficient for 1 to belong to S2(A). If A is entirely complete, then for all r > 1, ar-l G S2(A) ; that is, ar -1 = £e(a;. ,e¡ G {0,1}. As ai>ar for i > r, it
follows that e( =0 for i > r. Thus,
which is (2.4 ). This argument also shows that, if (2.4) fails and m is in the indicated range, then m £ S2(A). We shall use this reasoning repeatedly. Now suppose that a0 = 1 and (2.4) holds. We prove by induction that S"(A) = [[0, sn] ]. This is clear for n = 0 ; suppose it is true for n = r -1. Then by distinguishing the cases er = 0 and 1 in (2.1), we see that
By (2.4), the two sets of integers merge without gap, completing the inductive step. '] by a¿ and ßt respectively, and write a = (aQ,ax, ...) and ß_ = (ß0,ßx, ...). We now apply Lemma 2.7 to our situation. Let Since a' -1 < q( < a', a( is "close" to a■ at_x ; when d> a, this leads to a useful inequality which bounds the value of k in a bad triple. Lemma 2.11. If I < a < d and dak_x -ak < -1, then (2.12) a,_,<(a-l)/(ri-a).
In particular, if k > 2, then (2.13) (afc_2 + ----r-a+l)<l/(ri-a)> (2.14) ak~X <(d-l)/(d-a). Proof. By hypothesis, (2.15) dak_x < ak -1 < ak -1 < a(ak_x + 1) -1 , whence (2.12); (2.13) and (2.14) follow from (2.12) and ak_x > ak~x -1. D
The proof of Theorem A
We prove Theorem A by dividing it into ten cases (this notation differs harmlessly from that in the introduction). We shall retain this case notation in the proof of Theorem B. Proof. Write ax = s and a2= s +w,so I <s <d -I and 0 < u < 2s. Then cp(a , d , 1 ) = ri -s > 0 and By (2.13),
Thus, H(a) > 0, where
Since H is increasing for * > (ri -l)/2 and a <(d2 -d + 2)x/2,
A routine calculation shows that (3.6) is equivalent to the cubic inequality (3.7) ri3-5ri2 + 7ri-7<0, which is false for ri = 4 by calculation, and for ri > 5 by inspection. D The positive root of H is ß -ß(d), as defined in the statement of Theorem E. We shall need the observation that ß < (d2 -d+ 2)i/2 for ri > 4.
Proof of Theorem A(g). We proceed as in the last case, except that we need to "bootstrap". Suppose d = 3, 2 < a < 221/3, a £ /3 and (a,3,k) is bad. Again k > 3 by Lemma 3.1, and by (2.13),
This gives a contradiction if 1 < a < p = 1+ 3I/2 « 2. .8),
which is a contradiction. D The final case is A(d); its proof, like those of A(e) and A(f), may be deduced from [7] . We have included these proofs for completeness. Solving the cubic, we find that a > 1.83929. Thus a = (1,1.3.6.11 or 12, ... ) and <p(a ,2,4) > 0. Hence k > 5, and a final application of (2 .13) gives 
Define the sequence (bk) by b0-b and
Then bk G Td(a) for all k>0.
Proof. We apply Lemma 4.1 with m -bk, m = bk+x and n -r + 2k ; let
We want to show that E(k) > 0 and F(k) > 0 for all k > 0. For k = 0, this is (4.5). Observe that
so we are done if we can show that A PV (or Pisot-Vijayoragnavan) number is an algebraic integer a = ax whose conjugates, a2, ... ,am, all lie in \z\ < 1 . These numbers have been extensively studied for their algebraic and analytic properties (see § §K25 and R06 in [9] and [14] .) Suppose a is a PV number with minimal polynomial p(x) = xm + Y,bixt G Z[x], and let an = £a" . By the elementary theory of symmetric polynomials, an is integral for n > 0 ; moreover, (an ) satisfies the linear recurrence called Newton's identity: (6.9) ßQ=l, ßx=d-l, ß2 = d2-2, ßi = di-3d + 2.
Lemma 6.10.
The first inequality in (6.11) follows from putting ri + 2ri -3 < (ri + 1) in (6.12), and (6. Proof. Let £r denote the set of strings in Er which satisfy one of the conditions in (6.15). We give a recursive description of Er, and then show that Er satisfies the same recursion.
It is easy to check that es+r+i -1 'tnen we mav "cash in" ys+r+x for smaller y(% as in the last section, and in the ensuing rearrangement, the new u might lie in Sd(y). Since the probability that a string of length r contains a fixed pattern increases to 1 as r -► co, this argument gives a reason to believe that D(Td(y)) = 0.
As a gets close to ri, the cutoff value t in the greedy representation increases; the explicit description of the strings (e(m) ,u(m)) seems to become a very difficult problem. However, if a = ri -S , where Ô > 0 is small, and r is sufficiently small, then we can determine both Sd(a) and Nr . ;=0 V ;=1 / It follows that N(Td(a);dr -I) = dr -N(Sd(a);dr -1) equals the number of "repeats" among the sums. Suppose &^EW.
(=0 /=0
and ek = nk for k > j, but e. > tjj ; clearly, j > I. By pruning common higher terms, we obtain 7-1 (7-6) (Bj -nj)a] = Y^("i -£>,-. hence (j -l)d < (j -I), a contradiction. If j = 1, then (7.6) implies that (e, -nx)ax -(nQ -e0)a0 , hence ex-nx = I and n0-e0 = d -I. On restoring the pruned terms, we see that (7.5) occurs with e^nif and only if When a $ Z, the irregularity of (q() renders (7.9) unhelpful in understanding R(a, d, m). However, when a is an integer, cancellation can occur.°° °° t\ ,*r+\ r_1 i [12] .
If a = 2 and ri = 3, then (7.9) becomes r+l (7.11) ^i?(2,3,m)zm = fj(l + z2 +z2 ).
m=0 1=0
Let s(n) denote the Stern diatomic sequence (see, [6, 13, 15] ), which is defined recursively by:
s(0) = 0, 5(1)* 1.
(7.12) V ' K ' s(2n)=s(n), s(2n + 1) = s(n) + s(n + 1), n > 1.
An easy argument shows that R(2 ,3 ,m) = s(m+ 1). The Stern sequence has had a rather fugitive history; see [17] . The exact value of s(n) can be calculated from the pattern of 0's and l's in the binary expansion of n , as the denominator of a certain continued fraction. It is easy to see from (7.12) that 5(2") = 1 for all n ; it was already known in the 19th century that the maximum value of s(m) for m G [[2n , 2"+ ]] is Fn+2, the (n + 2)nd Fibonacci number (and so is « cO"). This maximum is achieved twice in each such interval, at the integers closest to |2" and |2" . We show in [18] that the growth of R(2,k,m) depends on the parity of k mod 2 . There exist positive c( = c¡(k) such that, for all m , (7.13) c.</n-(log*)/(,og2)Ä(2.2fc.m)<c2, but m~xR(2, 2k + 1, m) cannot be bounded in this way for any t . Finally, consider lim^^R(k ,d ,m) = R(k ,m), the number of partitions of m into powers of k ; R(2, m), usually written b(m), was studied by Euler. The asymptotics of R(k , m) have been studied by Mahler [16] and de Bruijn [3] . Mahler proved that, for fixed k, (7.14) (21ogÂ:)(logm)_2logiî(Â:,w)^ 1.
In a beautiful analysis, deBruijn gave logR(k ,m) up to o(l). Let h = m/k, then logR,,m)^(,og(^))%(.+ii^)logÄ where y/ is a certain periodic function with period one.
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